2018 Annual report
(validated by the 2019 Annual Meeting)

Definition of the word "disclosure": To bring to the attention of a wide audience,
information that is initially considered to be confidential.

Financial statement:
In conformity with the Article 5 of the operating agreement of the association:
Income 2018:

zero

Expenditure 2018:

zero

Technical report:
1 - Major administrative change
Adaptation to a new ufological context.
Anticipated dissolution of the formal association.
Nothing changed with regard to the operating of the Academy of Ufology.
The legal form of the association "Académie d’Ufologie", published in the "Journal Officiel" of 21 July
2007 n ° 29 page 3556, was no longer adapted to the new ufological context.
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- after 70 years of work by ufologists, the goal of lifting the embargo on the truth about the presence of
extraterrestrial civilizations in our environment was reached at the end of 2017.
- the traditional tasks of ufologists: surveys, data management, communication, training, will naturally and
gradually be transferred to professionals, specialists with large means, especially finances.
- in its current form the association "Académie d’Ufologie", referring to its statutes, can not have means
other than the skills of its members. The association must not have any income and therefore can not
spend money.
- this statutory form and the purpose of the association are unsuitable for new UFO communication and
training actions that will require financial resources.
- not to disappear in a few months, we had to react as quickly as possible and to be ready to adapt to a new
situation, without having to go through a situation of blockage resulting from our legal status.
The "Académie d’Ufologie" will take advantage of the period of calm to organize itself, before the public
becomes aware of the new situation and the new official discourse. New figures will prevail, we must be
able to be their interlocutors.

On July 17, 2018 the Prefecture of Briançon (Hautes-Alpes) has acknowledged receipt of the
dissolution of the formal association "Académie d’Ufologie" No. W052001858.
Dates taken into account:
- dissolution decision: April 16, 2018 (Extra-ordinary Meeting)
- declaration at the Prefecture: April 30, 2018.
- dissolution of the formal association on July 17, 2018.
The name "Académie d’Ufologie" registered at the INPI is still owned by Jacky Kozan.

2 - Evolution of the disclosure
The big disclosure said "phenomenology" announced by Grant Cameron has not taken place yet. The
"Deep State" team that would be in charge of it and which revolves around the CIA, is the one that had
followed the information regarding UFOs for the US government and the one that had organized
misinformation to ufologists for several decades ( Christopher Green, Ronald Pandolfi). Did they make
the decision to disclose? Do they act so that the disclosure does not take place? It is impossible to have
certainties. They do not communicate directly to the public.
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The TTSA team (DeLonge, Elizondo, Puthoff, Mellon, Justice) has continued to publish, especially
around their ADAM Project and meta-materials.
Nick Pope is very busy in the field of communication: interviews for TV and radio, conferences,
consulting with the world of show business for the production of TV series and movies. He informs us
regularly about his activity.
Q anon is well involved in a historical disclosure about human trafficking and elite corruption. The
"extraterrestrial" disclosure seems to be part of his program, announced as "False Flag Operation".
In France, although the historical article of the New York Times of December 17, 2017 has been
published on more than 40 French media, nothing happens, everyone puts their head in the sand including
a large part of ufologists whose role it is yet to inform the public and highlight the organized
misinformation by the media.
Steven Greer, who until now gave a dissuasive image of ufology, gave an interesting and "professional"
lecture. It's like "one" have asked him to talk now so that he can be taken seriously.

3 - Tom DeLonge Publications - TTSA - To The Stars Academy
(In italics the names of the Academy of Ufology’s interveners).
- First release of the year 2018: "A paradigm shift in the media". Massive change that was made to
legitimize and destigmatize the UFO subject, which finally made its way into the front-page of the New
York Times and in the Washington Post, Politico, CNN, NBC, CBS, ABC, Fox News, etc.
- Acknowledgments from Tom DeLonge for supporting him in his disclosure
- Luis Elizondo speaks on "La W" Radio in Colombia on February 20th.
- The former director of the Pentagon's AATIP program, Luis Elizondo, in charge of investigating
possible UFO sightings, explains the importance of continuing such programs (source Ruben Uriarte).
- Interview of Luis Elizondo with Alejandro Rojas at the International UFO Congress from 14 to 18
February. Luis Elizondo, mentioned that: "The UFO community have been ridiculed and marginalized
and yet, somehow, doggedly persisted in their pursuit of the truth, despite the naysayers and cynics.
It is a fact that part of my inspiration for coming forward after these many years was due to the
multitudes of brave men and women who continued to ask the hard questions despite the common
consensus of the system".
- Nick Pope was also interviewed on the occasion of this congress. (source Alejandro Rojas)
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- TTSA publishes "Discrepancies and Myths Debunked", the 60-minute interview with Luis Elizondo
directed by Alejandro Rojas on February 16th. (presented above - TTSA - source Alejandro Rojas)
- TTSA publishes "Five unique features of UAPs": sudden and instantaneous acceleration, hyper-sonic
velocities without signatures, low observability, multi-media travel, lift.
- Jim Semivan, co-founder of the TTSA company and probably the main actor of the current disclosure,
mentioned in an interview with abducted Melinda Leslie that he wanted more education from ufologists.
Grant Cameron then called for questions to Jim Semivan. The result is a document named "191 questions
to Jim Semivan" that has been posted on the Internet. (Sylvie Joubert, Sandrine Fernandez, Michael
Turco, Jacky Kozan)
- Among the "191 questions to Jim Semivan", Dr. Michael W. Hall proposes the creation of UFOiTeam, a
truth and reconciliation commission. (Sylvie Joubert, Jacky Kozan)
- Publication of an article about Tom DeLonge in The Fader: "Extraterrestrials exist - Tom DeLonge has
left Blink-182 to become one of the world's leading experts on UFOs". By Kelsey McKinney, the
27/02/2017. (Anne-Marie Prieto, Michel Turco, Jacky Kozan)
- TTSA publishes the third video "GO FAST", an authentic video of the DoD (Department of Defense)
that captures the high-speed flight of an unidentified aircraft at low altitude by an infrared F / A-18 Super
Hornet ATFLIR system. (TTSA - To The Stars Academy)
- An article by Chris Mellon in the Washington Post on 3/9: "The army continues to meet UFOs Why the
Pentagon does not care, we have no idea what is behind these strange incidents because we do not investigate.

"

- Nimitz UFO - Monitoring the water disturbance. Excerpt from the declassified Pentagon report obtained
by KLAS News (George Knapp) from Senator Senator Harry Reid (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- 2004 Nimitz Tic-Tac UFO Event Series / New Witness / Presented by Jeremy Corbell, June 13th.
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan)
- TTSA announces the launch of its flagship research program, ADAM, in partnership with EarthTech
International, a research organization in Austin, Texas, at the forefront of next-generation science and
technology. The ADAM (Acquisition & Data Analysis of Materials) project will focus on the collection
and scientific evaluation of material samples obtained through reliable reports from advanced aerospace
vehicles of unknown origin.
- News from Tom DeLonge on 5/19: "To The Stars Academy of Arts and Science has done incredible things
since October, my team has regularly made presentations to several committees in Congress, some at the
classified level and, the major change happens. I can not say anything else, but more will come soon TTSA is also
bringing to the world 2 major movies, 2 TV series and a series of improvised documents. We have received several
network contracts and after the negotiations, the announcements will be coming soon. We also launched the
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beginning of a large aerospace partnership and launched 'specifications' proposals for our metric engineering of the
space-time..."

- The disclosure started by TTSA continues with Elizondo, Puthoff, Mellon and Justice. The Pentagon
publishes documents, information falls from everywhere, personalities re-appear (Jack Sarfati), the work
of Hollywood also begins to emerge. (Jacky Kozan)
- Article published on May 29, 2018 in The Huffington Post: "Military Report: UFOs may have attempted
a rendezvous with a giant underwater object, water under a UFO looked like something that was quickly
submerged from the surface".
- Article published on May 30, 2018 in The Washington Post: "UFOs are suddenly serious information,
you can thank the guy from Blink-182".
- Luis Elizondo, who headed the secret UFO Pentagon program, suggests in an interview that 2019 may
well be the year of conversations and the year of disclosure.
- International UFO Symposium - For 10 years Luis Elizondo led a top secret program at the Pentagon to
study UFOs. He will speak on July 27, 2018.
- Publication of a video of Luis Elizondo officially presenting the AATIP program and the current
situation, August 30, 2018.
- Luis Elizondo for Medium: "Why are PANs a national security risk and also an opportunity for
progress? "
- Why social stigma about unexplained phenomena slows the progress of humanity. An article by Luis
Elizondo for Medium on September 13, 2018.
- Meta-materials - Another historical document on the Pentagon's PANs. The image is a sectional view
with white strips of 3 microns bismuth isolated by bands of 350 microns magnesium. (Harold Puthoff
article)
- Luis Elizondo spoke at the CUN conference in Italy.

4. Publications by Nick Pope
(In italics the names of the Academy of Ufology’s interveners).
- The Pentagon has mysterious metals from UFOs. The US government has stockpiled mysterious metals
that are thought to come from UFOs that have visited the Earth, according to a former British Defense
Ministry insider. By Jon Austin, published on January 26, 2018 in "express.co.uk". (Thierry Levaudel,
Jacky Kozan)
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- Interview with Nick Pope on Tucker Carlson Tonight, broadcast on Fox News. This is part of a larger
process by which the debate on UFOs is being re-framed and the subject is moving from "out of the
mainstream" to "into the mainstream".
- Nick Pope - Extraterrestrial Contact - The British Government's Emergency Plan. (Stanton Friedman,
Nick Pope, Jacky Kozan)
- Nick Pope was on the BBC website on 3/22.
- Article by Nick Pope on 5/8 in metro.co.uk: "Pentagon and MoD officials feared that UFOs are either
'demonic' or sent by God," the former investigators reveal.
- Fox News talks about the CONDIGN project and Nick Pope on 5/10.
- Nick Pope article published on June 11, 2018 in "howstuffworks.com": How to become an ufologist?
- Tucker Carlson Tonight - Fox News broadcast of July 20, 2018 - Nick Pope interviewed about UFO risks
during air transport.
- Astonishing new book by Nick Pope: Blood Brother.

5. Publications of Q anon
(In italics the names of the Academy of Ufology’s interveners).
- Issue 05/14 on the disclosure: Q anon and its fight against the Deep State.
The news are more and more amazing and disturbing. Two blocks opposed to each other seem determined
to change... the world: the Deep State team and the Patriots team (Q). Deep State wants to disclose its
phenomenology but encounters major oppositions... everywhere. Everything seems ready in each camp for
a revelation of a level of that of the Holy Writings, through the denunciation of major events related to
widespread corruption and pedophilia. Ufology seems far away...
- "Q anon: The conspiracy theory explained," after posters were spotted at the Trump rally in Florida. An
article by Ashley May in USA Today, August 1, 2018.
- In October Q anon writes that "we are not alone". (Michel Vanbockestal, Jacky Kozan)
- Q anon publishes: "Vive la France" about the movement of the Yellow Vests: "Do not confuse the silence
with the wingspan. This movement is more important than anyone can imagine... God bless you, Patriots ".
- Note the links: Disclosure - Q anon - Yellow Vests.
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6. Publications of the supposed "Deep State"
(In italics the names of the Academy of Ufology’s interveners).
- The notion of portal (in the sense of spatio-temporal door or star-gate) is highlighted in the
"documentary" disclosure. It is (may be) currently being finalized by Joe Firmage in Salt Lake City.
(Jacky Kozan, Gérard Nouzille)
- An interesting publication by Dan Smith on the Open-Minds Forum as part of the so-called
"documentary" disclosure: "The question is .. how fast can we train / find more distributors? How fast can we
teaching teachers, and how fast can we dispense distributors?" (Sylvie Joubert, Claude Lavat, Jacky Kozan).
- Disclosure - the missing pieces. A presentation of Joe Firmage.
- A letter from Michael Salla makes the connection between the "satanic American Deep State" and the
4th Reich and secondly Q anon and the agreement between Presidents Trump and Putin to end the evil
plan of "Deep State ".
- A publication was announced by Dan Smith on the Open Minds Forum, by July 3, it should attract the
attention of the UFO community. And probably point to what should follow. But except for a "GoTo
Meeting" limited to 28 possible connections and 6 invited participants, nothing has been published except
a link to a dissuasive inaudible video. A first report of that "GoTo Meeting" with no really interesting
information was published on July 20 by Grant Cameron.
- Real reports from the Pentagon on the distortion of space-time, the extra dimensions, the anti-gravity and
more have been published on the Internet.
- Publication of "Shortcuts in Space and Time Travel". A text from Joe Firmage.
- Evacuation and closure of the Sunspot Observatory in New Mexico. (Michel Vanbockestal, Jacky
Kozan)

7. Stanton T. Friedman retires
- Posted on March 14, 2018: "I'm going to be 84 in July", "I'll get information on the internet, but enough is
enough." Stanton Friedman said he gave his first lecture on unidentified flying objects in 1967.
The author and former nuclear physicist began lecturing on UFOs while performing engineering
consulting work. He has traveled the world speaking about his belief in the existence of extraterrestrial
life, his opinions widely disseminated in the country and abroad through lectures, writings and his
monthly column in the MUFON Journal (The Mutual UFO Network). Stanton Friedman is a member of
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the Academy of Ufology. We thank him for his interventions in our exchanges and for his advice. (Jacky
Kozan)
- The Mayor of Roswell has declared July 6th as "Stanton Friedman Day". (Stanton Friedman,
Bernard Hughes, Jacky Kozan)

8. Topics discussed or analyzed in 2018
(In italics the names of the Academy of Ufology’s interveners).
Francine Fouéré has left us - A very sad news in the preamble.
At the end of the 60s, in Paris, on the side of "Gare d'Orsay" there were posters inviting to
participate in a meeting to discuss flying saucers. The poster was very basic. It mentioned: "The
flying saucers are real, come to discuss at the meeting, such day, 5 rue de Las Cases in Paris
7th, price 2 Francs". Bottom of the page: "GEPA, Groupe d’Etude des Phénomènes
Aérospaciaux ".
At the entrance Francine greeted the listeners, recorded the names and sold the tickets. It was
she who then, on the stage of 5 rue Las Cases, animated the conferences-debates. At the time
there were 200 to 250 people on average at each monthly meeting.
No doubt, Francine Fouéré was the motivating animator of the starting ufology in France. The
GEPA was created by General Lionel Chassin of the French Air Force with Rene Fouéré,
husband of Francine. Most of the known French ufologists were trained at the end of the 1960s by
Francine and René Fouéré at 5 rue Las Cases in Paris. Thank you Francine. (Jacky Kozan)

- Class action against the actors of the embargo on the truth. Is this the moment? What can we do? (Bruce
Maccabee, Sylvie Joubert, Jacky Kozan)
- A moving New York Times article: "Dad believed in UFOs, it turns out he was not the only one." By Dan
Barry, published on December 30, 2017.
- Parallel: Disclosure and Rose-Croix: Serge Toussaint, Grand Master of the Ancient and Mystical Order
of the Rose-Croix has just published an Open Letter to the citizens of the World. Its content is very similar
to the words that are exchanged between the actors of the Disclosure in the USA. The link between the
Disclosure and this Open Letter is obvious and "synchronous". Also note in "The Blog of Serge
Toussaint": The aliens - point of view of a Rosicrucian. (Sandrine Fernandez, Jean-Claude Venturini and
Jean-Pierre Troadec)
- A publication by Philippe Guillemant on facebook concerns the Tom DeLonge’s book and more
generally Disclosure. "This book 'Sekret machines' is the most obvious acceleration to date of an operation to
gradually lift the secrecy surrounding the UFO phenomenon for about 70 years " (Georges Metz, Jacky Kozan).
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- 01/22 review on the current disclosure - Major players in the Phenomenology Disclosure have
temporarily put online a video presented as a new style of music that will be successful in the years to
come. The video is uncomfortable to see and very unpleasant to hear... So, is there anything subtle in its
content? It's a matter of specialists (Denis Zezouin, Jacky Kozan).
- Director Lasse Hallstrom and producer Laura Bickford team up to make a film based on investigative
reporter Leslie Kean's best-selling UFO: "Generals, Pilots and Government Officials Speak". (Thierry
Levaudel, Jacky Kozan)
- Film shot on a NATO base presenting the "Blue Tornado" affair of 1991 during which fighter pilots met
UFOs somewhere over Europe (Ruben Uriarte).
- Identification and list of international UFO magazines and websites (Michel Turco, Jacky Kozan).
- The Quebec UFO Association has published its observation case statistics in 2017. (Gilles Millot)
- 2/8 review on disclosures in progress: 3 known disclosures: Condign, DeLonge, Documentary and an
alert for false flag operation, Q anon. 5 Prophets of Disclosure: Bill Moore, Tim Cooper, Steven Greer,
Tom DeLonge, Dan Smith in the USA. Let's add Nick Pope for disclosure from the UK. (Roland
Gonsales, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- Article in Charlie Hebdo: "UFOs are everywhere". The article looks back at the Pentagon Investigation
cases and the latest GEIPAN statistics. (Jean-Pierre Troadec)
- Once is not custom..., a good article in the newspaper Libération: "The year 1947 marks the beginning of
the cold war and flying saucers" by Catherine Calvet, published on 02/11.
- A missing skier found more than 4000 km six days later, disappeared in New York he was found in
California not remembering anything (Jean-Claude Venturini)
- If an alien life is discovered, humans would probably not panic. Four researchers at the University of
Arizona realized that very few studies have focused on the possible response of humans to the discovery
of an alien life form. Which is more plausible than finding an alien with bright fingers in your garage.
(Dany Kozan)
- A new testimony supports a strange observation in the Var (South of France near TOULON), a Friday
night: "A red light stationary above the plane of the Guard who suddenly rushes towards the coast and turns
green" (Dany Kozan)
- 11h55… it's soon time... but about what? Bigelow kept us curious by posting a clock on the Bigelow
Aerospace website, nothing else. Finally it announced the creation of Bigelow Space Operations in the
group Bigelow Aerospace. (Sylvie Joubert, Roland Gonsales, Jacky Kozan)
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- Publication of the 2017 statistics of the Academy of Ufology Website. (Jacky Kozan)
- The Permanent Council approved the resolution of early dissolution on March 9, it was validated in
AGE April 15, declared April 30 to the Office of the Associations, Prefecture of the Hautes-Alpes,
Briançon, F-05105, which registered the dissolution of the formal association on July 17, 2018. (Jacky
Kozan, the Permanent Council and the voters in AGE)
- Redefinition of a new "object" in the future statutes of the Academy of Ufology (Anne-Marie Priéto,
Sylvie Joubert, Jacky Kozan)
- Sad news, John Tomlinson left us in February. He had done a lot of work for the Academy of Ufology
by constituting the biggest part of ufologist members at the international level and by launching other
actions aimed at improving the image of ufology in general. He knew how to put himself at the level of
his interlocutor and use the same language as him. (Bernard Hughes)
- A classic "Crash of Nothing" in Belgium. The police were contacted by a lady who claimed to have seen
something fall from the sky in Saint-Ghislain (Belgium). The object would have then crashed on the
ground to give place to a release of smoke. The air traffic control service said there were no incidents, no
suspicious lights to report from their side. On the spot, the police teams dispatched did not find anything
suspicious or abnormal. CERPI, COBEPS and MUFON are investigating.
- There was another sighting of cylindrical UFO in Harnoncourt (Belgium) on February 26th.
- There seems to be some recent UFO activity in Belgium. (Michel Vanbockestal, Jacky Kozan)
- As part of its international reach, MUFON announces the arrival of its new Director of Field Investigator
Training, Ryan Stacey. (MUFON Newsletter - March 2018 edition)
- Release of the teaser of "Vertical Project Media", March 3rd. (Daniel Robin)
- SETI says there are probably 10,000 civilizations in our Galaxy alone. The author of the article Seth
Shostak, head of the SETI writes: "Yes, the extraterrestrials are probably around us and 10,000 societies could
inhabit our galaxy." (Jacky Kozan)
- USA, creation of a new military branch "Space Force". President Trump on Tuesday praised members of
the military, while announcing the creation of a new military branch, the "Space Force". "My new national
strategy recognizes that space is a battleground like land, air and sea, " said Trump on 3/18. (Jacky Kozan)
- Announcement of the death of Stephen Hawking on 3/14. (Claude Lavat, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky
Kozan)
- New Documentary Film on Disclosure - The film "Disclosure" will be the first strictly exopolitical
documentary focused on the issue of extraterrestrial presence. It will cover the events between March 29,
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1992 and November 8, 2016: the Rockefeller initiative, Citizen Hearing on Disclosure and the 2016
Presidential Election campaign. An epilogue will deal with notable subsequent events. (Source PRG
Stephen Bassett)
- Jean-Pierre Troadec meets Robert Salas for an upcoming interview in Nexus.
- An Abilene pilot encountered what he thought was an UFO, then three others also encountered the
unexpected object. (Jacky Kozan)
- Men in black take samples in DINAN (Britanny). Information received on facebook from Manuel
Ramos Matias Vaz – Repas Ufologiques de TOURS (on the River Loire). (Claude Lavat)
- On March 24, the important documentary UFOs and Nukes directed by Robert Hastings was presented at
the UFO Symposium at the Sonoma International Film Festival (SIFF). The film is based on the book by
Hastings UFOs & Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites - one of the most
important books written about the problem of the presence of ET. (Jacky Kozan)
- UFO Arizona seen by pilots of 2 aircrafts. Troubling coincidence: an unidentified flying object was spotted by
two pilots from two different American jetliners. The two men flew over the Arizona sky. Nobody knows what it was,
but the event generated a lot of questions.

(Michel Vanbockestal, Dany Kozan)

- An Argentine pilot aboard a private plane filmed two "extraterrestrial spacecraft" that gusted a few
meters from his aircraft. Thanks to his smartphone, he managed to film them. (Christian Countess, Rubén
Morales, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Claude Lavat, Gerard Nouzille, Jacky Kozan)
- The official UFO-Business starts slowly. A $ 20 coin bearing the image of a UFO minted at 4,000 copies
by the Royal Canadian Mint. The $ 20 coin, an ounce of silver, is sold for $ 129.95. It recalls the
appearance of two shiny objects descended from the sky on May 20, 1967 in Whiteshell Provincial Park,
Manitoba. (Jacky Kozan)
- 04/07 review on the current disclosure. Debate on the 14 magicians, the 5 prophets and the 3 kings of the
disclosure as well as on the 2 attempts of disclosure of 1973 and in 1988. (Jacky Kozan)
- Overflights of civil and military nuclear facilities by UFOs, often referred to as "drones". Claude Lavat
proposed a new name: "Drovnis" (Drufos). (Claude Lavat, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- Publication on April 14th of Daniel Robin's new book: Homo Noeticus - La Voie de réalisation de
l’Homme Nouveau (The Way of Realizing the New Man). (Claude Lavat, Jean-Claude Venturini, JeanPierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- 02/05 review on the current disclosure with:
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. the publication of the letter of Michael Salla making the links between the satanic american "Deep
State" and the 4th Reich and also Q anon and the agreement between Presidents Trump and Putin to
put an end to the diabolical plan of the "Deep State".
. following the incredible adventures of the team Smith, Firmage, Kevin, WCM, etc. (Jacky Kozan)
- Analysis of a photo taken in Berck-sur-mer (North of France) on 4/19. Anomalies appear next to the
moon. (Jacky Kozan)
- New book by Xavier Passot, former Director of GEIPAN: "J’ai vu un ovni"- (I saw a UFO). (Jacky
Kozan, Gérard Nouzille)
- Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace May 27 - "UFOs over nuclear power plant of Fessenheim: Nuclear power plants
under foreign surveillance?" What attitude should the Academy of Ufology have about this affair? (Claude
Lavat, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Michael Turco, Jacky Kozan)
- Have we learned anything in the last 71 years? An article published by Dr. Bruce Maccabee on
05/29/2018 comparing the FLIR 1 - Tic tac event and a memo from 1947. (Bruce Maccabee, Jacky
Kozan)
- Article published on May 29, 2018 in NewsWeek: The secret UFO program of the Pentagon has studied
the connection between poltergeists and the extraterrestrial mystery. (Michel Vanbockestal, Jacky Kozan)
- UFO Acceleration - The Newtonian Approach - An article by Dr. Bruce Maccabee, June 2018. (Bruce
Maccabee, Jacky Kozan)
- President Donald Trump at a meeting of his National Council of Space, on Monday June 18, told the
White House : "We must have an American predominance in space. More importantly, I ask the Department of the
Defense and the Pentagon to immediately begin the process necessary to establish the Space Force as the sixth
branch of the armed forces."

(Jacky Kozan)

- Chasing molecules to find planets - An international team of astronomers led by UNIGE makes planets
visible through the detection of molecules on their surface. (Christophe Fol, Jacky Kozan)
- 6/27 review on the current disclosure: Ufology is very calm. Nothing from Tom DeLonge. The topufologists are busy with conferences in the USA. But it is the calm before a frightful storm announced.
(Jacky Kozan)
- According to an Axios / SurveyMonkey survey, more than two-thirds of Americans, or 72%, believe that
"traditional media reports knowingly false or misleading stories". (Jacky Kozan)
- What current science knows about extraterrestrials: Is it possible that the aliens have been advanced to
the point of having already disappeared... More than ever, the extraterrestrial life fascinates researchers.
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- Success in England, "Aliens", published for the first time in French this summer, made a statement on
what we know about our potential galaxy neighbors. (Dany Kozan)
- An announcement that should attract the attention of the UFO community was expected by July 3rd. But
nothing. The UFO team of "Deep-State" continues to work against disclosure. (Jean-Pierre Troadec,
Jacky Kozan)
- International UFO Symposium - For 10 years Luis Elizondo led a top secret program at the Pentagon to
study UFOs. He will speak on July 27, 2018. (Jacky Kozan)
- New Project Blue Book TV series, a first trailer on July 23, 2018. A series out of nowhere that could be a
future nice surprise. (Jacky Kozan)
- UFOs: Au cœur du plus grand secret d'État - Ovnis-Direct (Nagib) reveals some surprising aspects of
UFO's policy of utter secrecy about UFOs. (Daniel Robin)
- Meta-materials - Another historical document on Pentagon UFOs. The image is a sectional view with
white strips of 3 microns bismuth isolated by bands of 350 microns magnesium. (Jacky Kozan)
- "What if the extraterrestrials were stuck on their planet"? For the first time the magazine Science et Vie,
even if it begins by writing that obviously no extraterrestrial has ever come to Earth, explains that they
may be stuck on their planets. This implies that, according to the magazine, researchers (probably
marginal) dare to take into account an extraterrestrial life hypothesis. We note this historic breakthrough
in the nature of this magazine's publications. (Dany Kozan, Jacky Kozan)
- A huge triangular UFO near Geneva airport. (Daniel Robin, Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan)
- Dr. Eric Davis, a scientific expert and former UFO investigator for the US Department of Defense,
admitted in an interview broadcast on national television that the crash of a UFO in 1955 near Del Rio,
Texas, had actually occurred and that the United States had recovered advanced technology on the site of
the accident. Described in the book by Noe Torres and Ruben Uriarte "The Other Roswell - UFO Crash
on the Texas-Mexico Border". (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan)
- A MUFON publication: UFOs - What do we know 50 years later? (Georges Metz, Jacky Kozan).
- A technical video of Dr. Thomas Van Flandern (01-19-06) The Speed of Gravity and ET Travel (Tony
Tambini, Jacky Kozan)
- Do we live in a simulation? Scientists put the theory to the test. A special issue of "La Recherche" no. 27
Oct. Nov. 2018. (Dany Kozan, Jacky Kozan)
- Notable event - The Academy received a first offer of communication services unequivocally targeting
the world of ufology. (Jacky Kozan)
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- Mystery in the Loiret (Center of France, main city is Orléans)? Bright spheres, two white and one red,
low on the horizon, above a field and then above the forest. They could be observed static, but we can not
generally evaluate their distance. Some witnesses speak of a phenomenal speed of movement. (Michel
Vanbockestal, Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- Gérard Nouzille tells us about an observation made by a member of his family from a plane between
Georgia and France. Some witnesses speak of a phenomenal speed, sudden stop at the altitude of the
plane, slow pivoting on the spot to go to the plane. The object went under the plane.
- The interstellar object Oumuamua. The press (20minutes.fr) exploits the denial of the extraterrestrial
origin. (Jacky Kozan)
- Nazi bell? no it is an inflatable forklift! (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- Robert Roussel in the magazine ALIENS n° 38. (Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan)
- Publication of a video on the "Drovnis of Gatwick" (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan)
- The disclosure update for the end of 2018. (Roland Gonsales, Ruben Morales, Jacky Kozan)
- Delta Initiative announcement: A Triangular UFO Website. (Daniel Robin)

9. Other information shared
(not giving rise to debate or comment)
- Images of a phenomenon of parhelion in Sweden.
- Strange (noctilucents) clouds over Antarctica.
- The latest series of UFO archives has just been released by the British government.
- Publication of 2 reports from the Sigma2 Commission of 3AF.
- Chicago O'Hare International Airport Saucer Affair November 7, 2006.
- Presentation of Bryce Zabel at the International UFO Congress.
- Kim Wilde releases an album entitled "Here are the aliens...". The singer reveals to have observed a
UFO in 2009, an experience that gives its title to his new album.
- The Côte d'Or (Burgundy) land host of extraterrestrials?
- An article from the Huffington Post that wonders if the UFO video of the Pentagon is credible.
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- A great UFO article in the New York Magazine.
- Reissue of the document "Survol de points stratégiques nationaux par des soucoupes et un vaisseau
mère dans l'Essonne en 1954" (Overview of strategic national points by saucers and a mothership in
Essonne in 1954) by Jacky Kozan (March 2008).
- PRG Update - April 18, 2018 - Ancient Aliens - Partial Translation - Stephen Bassett participates.
- The 4/21 on channel 24 (in France) a show on UFOs (source Michel Gouverneur) and X-Files on the
channel 6 at the same time.
- JPP(Jean-Pierre Petit): Putin unveils the new Russian MHD strategic weapons (source Claude Lavat).
- The NOAA (US Agency for Ocean and Atmospheric Observation) Space Weather Prediction Center
announced on April 26 that sunspots are disappearing faster than expected. The solar activity cycle (11
years) is at its minimum.
- 7/5 A. J. Gevaerd (Brazil) announces the XXIII Brazilian UFO Congress in Porto Alegre. (source
Revista UFO).
- The PRG announces the first episode of Alien Theory's Season 13, a revolutionary episode that unfolds at
a particularly favorable time, a "tour de force" regarding the 70-year embargo on truth.
- Paris Diderot Univ.: The Language of the Other - projection of Arrival (first contact), May 15 in Paris.
- Recruitment in Ufology in 2008 by Bigelow Aerospace.
- NASA will make an announcement about life on Europa...
- A Revista UFO anuncia seus tres megaeventos de Ufologia neste e our proximos meses. Inscriçoes
abertas (UFO Magazine, Brazil, announces its three mega-ufology events in the present and in the
coming months.) (Source Revista UFO).
- Meta-materials - We will soon receive a lot of information on meta-materials. There is a direct link to the
sustenance and movement of UFOs. Our technical knowledge in this field seems old (60s) and
important.
- Quasi-satellite around Jupiter. This is certainly not the first but it is an opportunity to return to "quasisatellites". About two weeks ago, such a quasi-satellite passed near the Earth.
- Jellyfish in the Oklahoma skies on 5/24.
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- Agora você pode saber tudo sobre o fato ufológico but important do mundo: o Caso Varginha (Now you
can know everything about the ufological fact the most important in the world: the Varginha case)
(source Revista UFO)
- The exceptional case of Farmington.
- Annual Bilderberg meeting from June 7 to 10 in Turin.
- Descubra tudo sobre a queda de um UFO em Varginha e captura de seus tripulantes pelo Exército (To
know everything about the fall of an UFO in Varginha and the capture of his crew by the army) (source
Revista UFO).
- Descubra porque algumas pessoas são escolhidas por ETs e outras não, eo que significa para elas nesta
obra imperdível (Discover why some people are chosen by the extraterrestrials and no others, and what
it means for them in this work not to miss) (source Revista UFO).
- A France-Inter (National Radio) show on a 1956 Orly-Airport affair, an intriguing flying object: twice
as big as the biggest planes, which is spinning at a supersonic speed before coming to a stop over the air
airport for 4 hours. (Christophe Fol).
- Oregon among the first states to submit reports of UFO sightings, an article in The Victoria Law.
- First stage of ufology in Brazil. (source Revista UFO).
- New video testimony on a case of 1971 between Gap and Barcelonnette (Hautes-Alpes, F-05000). In less
than 2 minutes the problem is exposed as well as its systematic rejection by the population.
- The solar minimum, the cosmic radiation, a mystery in the mesosphere, a hole in the atmosphere of the
sun, the anomaly "Steve" and the impact of all this on the climate.
- A Ouest-France article: 72 unknown signals from space detected.
- USA - Presidential alert: FEMA will test the emergency alert system on Thursday 20 September.
- A NewsWeek Magazine article: "Do Aliens Exist? Blink 182 Co-Founder and Ex-Pentagon Official Are
Determined to Prove We're Not Alone" by Keith Kloor on September 20th.
- Vote in the US Senate, massive disclosure or disappearance of ufology? The general disclosure will no
longer be blocked.
- A movie about Bob Lazar announced for December 18th.
- Article of La Dépêche.fr 12/24: A UFO in the sky of the Hautes-Pyrénées? A witness tells.
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10. Communications from members of the Ufology Academy
10.1 Jean-Pierre Troadec:
- April Journal de la Défense ": Space, the new battlefield".
- Publication of the IHEDN Lyon: "Gendarmes facing unidentified aerospace phenomena".
- Interview of Robert Salas by Jean-Pierre Troadec published in NEXUS.
- Brief of October 17, 2018 - Towards a new Chinese stealth bomber, the H-20.
- Press kit: Launch of CSO-1 satellite.
- The NASA Osiris-Rex probe placed around the asteroid Bennu - Air & Cosmos.
- Planet Sciences presents the second edition of the DroneLoad contest- Air & Cosmos.
- The Northrop Grumman B-21 passes the critical design review - Air & Cosmos.
- Brennus N ° 01: flying platform for embedded soldier, a kind of flying man.
- "Drovnis" of Gatwick.
- The letter of aeronautics and space - Air & Cosmos - 6/13.
- Air & Cosmos: ApolloShield exhibited at Eurosatory. The company presented its anti-drone
solutions, in a context where malicious uses are more and more common.
- Awareness of "Deep-State"on a possible announcement "disclosure" for July 3 or 4.
- Landers: the fools of ufos - 20 July. Three hours east of Los Angeles, twenty-five minutes north of
Yucca Valley after the village of Joshua Tree, Landers, which has had an intense ufology history
since the 1950s thanks to several sites and mythical characters like Giant Rock or George Van
Tassel and his building the Integratron.
- Protect the secrecy of national defense. Secrecy contributes to the protection of the fundamental
interests of the nation by protecting information the dissemination of which would be detrimental to
national defense and security.
- Journal de la Défense - Speech by Mrs. Florence Parly, Minister of Armies in Toulouse, on 9/7.
- Announcement of the publication of Actu Defense of 9/13.
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- X-59: GE explains the choice of the turbojet engine F414-100 - Air & Cosmos on 9/14.
- The British have an anti-UAV system - Apps & Drones on 9/21.
- Matternet conducts tests in North Carolina - Air & Cosmos 9/18.
- The Oxford City Council is seduced by the drones - Air & Cosmos on the 20th / 9th.
- AeroSPI International Air Show, 1st edition of a show dedicated to airborne surveillance, protection
and response solutions for Defense and Security applications. The 9/27 and 9/28 in Marseille.
- NASA is sixty - Air & Cosmos from 10/01.
- Calameo Brief of 17 October 2018 - Towards a new Chinese stealth bomber, the H-20.
- Keyword - Indoor. The Elios drone conducts an inspection in a gas turbine. Fly-ability presents a
caged drone. - Air & Cosmos of 10/26.
- SpaceX equals its annual record of launches - Air & Cosmos of 11/16.
- United Kingdom: a military exercise to test drone technologies - Apps & Drones of 11/22.
- Happy Govday: the 2nd International Governance Summit. A summit for responsible governments.
The event gathering a few hundred participants, took place in Lyon on 11/27.
- Use a laser and a diamond to recharge drones - Air & Cosmos of 12/4.
- The NASA Osiris-Rex probe placed around the asteroid Bennu - Air & Cosmos of 12/7.
- Planet Sciences presents the second edition of the DroneLoad contest - Air & Cosmos of 12/11.
- The Northrop Grumman B-21 passes the critical design review - Air & Cosmos 12/14.
- Brennus 4.0, No. 01 - flying platform for embedded soldier, Franky Zapata, sort of flying man.

10.2 - Georges Metz.
New files from Michel G.
 Phénomènes sur un lieu d’atterrissage d’ovni.
 Un ovni survole un tracteur.

11 - International Collaboration
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11. 1 – Argentina
Cafe Ufolégico RIO54 develops and welcomes more and more participants, the topics presented are of
great interest. Ruben Morales and Mario Lupo have done an excellent job especially in hosting UFO
meetings in Buenos Aires. They gave us the following meeting minutes:
- El café ufológico RIO54 realizó con gran éxito su primera reunión del año
- Misterios entre las montañas...
- "Seres extraños" en la última reunión de RIO54 en el café de la subasta
- Fantástico café ufológico de abril en nuestro nuevo lugar de reunión
- RIO54 celebró su octavo aniversario con una apasionante reunión!
- Intenso y participativo encuentro del café ufológico río54 en junio
- Una reunión con comienzo accidentado y final feliz
- Una pregunta clave en el cafe ufologico RIO54 ¿cuales son las pruebas de que los extraterrestres nos
visitan?
- Novedades de la base decepción en el café ufológico RIO54 y más historias impactantes
- ¡¡¡Contactos!!! en el café ufológico RIO54 de octubre
- "Esas extrañas esferas de color naranja" ...
- En RIO54 hablamos de contactos, pero...

11.2 – Belgium
News from CERPI in real time, Michel Vanbockestal, member of the Academy of Ufology regularly
sends us his newsletter very dense, very well documented and rich in major information for ufologists.

11.3 - Canada-Quebec
Gilles Milot provided us with the ufological statistics 2018 from the Quebec Association of Ufology.

11.4 - England
Announcements of Philip Mantle's publications (UK)
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- "Russia's secret USO" by Paul Stonehill and Philip Mantle
- "UFO's today - 70 Years of Misinformation, Lies and Government Cover - Up" by Irena Scott PhD.
- "Alien autopsy conspiracy theorist can not provide any evidence"
- "Italy ufo final box"
- "Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter - My Story" by Calvin Parker
- "Inside the Lightning Ball" by Irena Scott PhD.
- "Amazon 5 Star Review - Close Encounters at Kelly and others of 1955".

11. 5 - USA
Announcements of a Peter Robbins publication
My article, "The UN UFO Committee Initiative in 1978: A Personal Remembrance", appears on page 53
of the current issue of Outer Limits Magazine.

12. Upcoming Films
- "Starseed", destiny is in our hands with among others, Nick Pope and Travis Walton team up to
make a film based on the best-selling UFO of investigative journalist Leslie Kean, "Generals,
Pilots and Government Officials Speak". Director Lasse Hallstrom and Producer Laura Bickford.
- Film presenting the "Blue Tornado" affair of 1991 during which fighter pilots met with UFOs
somewhere over Europe.
- The film "Disclosure" will be the first strictly political (exopolitical) documentary focused on the
issue of extraterrestrial presence.
- the important documentary "UFOs and Nukes" (UFOs & Nuclear: Extraordinary Meetings on
Nuclear Weapons Sites) directed by Robert Hastings.
- UFO with Gillian Anderson (Scully in X-files).

13. Upcoming TV series
- Project Blue Book, a first trailer on July 23, 2018.
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- A new TV serie of Sony Pictures on Rendlesham.
- Season 13 of Alien Theory.

14. Conferences
- International UFO Congress from 14 to 18 February - Luis Elizondo (Alejandro Rojas)
- Civilisation Planétaire - Le Projet Humain Global, March 11 in Lyon (Daniel Robin).
- 49th MUFON International Symposium July 27-29, 2018 in Philadelphia "UFOs, Extraterrestrials
and the Future of Humanity"
- La conscience sans limites: "Une voie pour explorer l'univers" on November 24 in Lyon (Daniel
Robin).

15- Magazines- Newsletter
- CERPI - Belgium - Monthly Newsletter (Michel Vanbockestal)
- PRG Updates - USA (Stephen Bassett)
- UFO FOTOCAT Blog Update - Spain (Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos)
- MUFON Newsletter - USA (MUFON)
- MUFON UFO Sighting Statistics - USA (MUFON)

16 - Books
- The Legacy of 1952: The Year of the UFO (Dr. Bruce Maccabee).
- Homo Noeticus - La Voie de réalisation de l’Homme Nouveau. (Daniel Robin).
- Ovnis: 1947/2017 - Le choix du Déni - 2nd edition (Robert Roussel).
- Civilisation Planétaire - Le Projet Humain Global. (Daniel Robin).
- Les triangles de la nuit, enquête sur un phénomène inquiétant. (Daniel Robin).
- J’ai vu un ovni by Xavier Passot ex-Director of GEIPAN: (outside Academy).
- Paranormal: questions – réponses. (Sylvie Joubert).
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- L'école de l'invisible. (Sandrine Fernandez).

17 - Lectures by members of the Academy of Ufology
- "Civilisation Planétaire le Projet Humain Global", March 11 in Lyon (Daniel Robin).
- Repas Ufologiques of TOURS (F) in September with Jacky Kozan.
- Ovni-Paris evening on October 2nd with Robert Roussel.
- "La conscience sans limites : Une voie pour explorer l'univers" on 24/11 in Lyon (Daniel Robin).

18. We learned about deaths:
- Jacques Costagliola on February 16th,
- John Tomlinson on February 25th,
- Stephen Hawking on March 14th,
- Francine Fouéré on May 27th.

19. Departures and new members
Claude Lavat resigned from the Academy of Ufology on May 30th,
Michel Turco resigned from the Academy of Ufology on July 9th.
We welcome Christophe Fol who joined us on May 15th.
Jacky Kozan, March 26th, 2019
Verification Sylvie Joubert, Sandrine Fernandez
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